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Introduction on Literacy and numeracy training for young
entrepreneurs
Systematic and integral entrepreneurs’ literacy and numeracy training at high proficiency levels is
targeted towards business management excellence and it is among priorities of EU strategy for
sustainable growth, innovation and competitiveness. The screening of young entrepreneurs learning
styles and identified best practices and methods used in their training will ensure insight into needed
literacy and numeracy skills and attitudes of the target group and the most suitable ways of providing
training to them.
The implementation of the project will build on needs assessment and create relevant materials and
will design the agenda of basic skills training. This will include experience and good practices of all
network partners.
The good practices from the partner countries will help the different education providers extend
their own practices by learning from each other. In addition the practices will help the education
provider to develop individual learning plans and interventions towards each trainee by
understanding his/her particular needs and giving him/her the chance to learn exactly the things
needed by the trainee.

The following publication presents examples of Good Practices collected in the LiNT partner
countries: Bulgaria, France, Greece and Spain, across the Europe. The Good Practices collected are
found in various models of training needs of young people. We will find among them descriptions of
separate subjects, projects that are part of integrated education within educational areas, or
elements of cross-curricular teaching. We hope that the following catalogue of good practices will
become a source of inspiration for many young entrepreneurs.
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Methodology of collection of practices
The LiNT proposal intends to Identify of relevant good practices, accompanied by explanation on
how matching of learning styles and performance of trainers could bring competitive advantage in
the education market.
Purpose of survey
Collection of interesting practices in 4 European member states about the screening of young
entrepreneurs learning styles and identified best practices and methods used in their training will
ensure insight into needed literacy and numeracy skills and attitudes of the target group and the
most suitable ways of providing training to them.

In order to unify collection of practices in all partner countries, coherent tools were developed.

Methodology
The data collection and analysis strategy consisted of several stages:
Development of methodology.
Conducting of analysis (desk research) in each of the project countries.
Collection of described practices – national level (translation into English).
Preparation of a transnational report.

Ad. 1) The following tools were developed:
Template for description of Practices;
Methodology - instructions for the development and description of practices.

Ad. 2) Analysis was conducted in 4 countries participating in the project: France, Bulgaria, Spain and
Greece.
The analysis was conducted in different languages (in the national language of each partner).
Collection by all national teams of at least 1 interesting practices (per national team) which was
engaged in selecting, collecting and commenting the practices.

Summarising and selection of best practices
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The selection of the best practices is an important factor. It was important to present a practice
characterized by something new, innovative, introducing innovative solutions in the subject of the
project. At the same time the good practice should be tried and tested and successful.
"Good practice" is defined as a practice that allows, in a given context, to achieve the expected
result, measured by efficiency and effectiveness that can be generalized or applied in other contexts,
and then adopted as a model.
In our case, therefore, everything that in a given context enables achievement of the expected result
measured in terms of developing and strengthening of young entrepreneurs learning styles.
When choosing the practice, we should also pay attention to the wide access to information about
the practice.
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France
Clg Bourbon: self-training and evolution of practices
SECTION A - IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Instituti
Bourbon College
on
189 rue JEAN CHATEL , 97400 ST DENIS
implementing
practice
Implementation
period

School year 2012

Area of
implementation

Urban area

Partners in the
practice

City of ST DENIS
Sculptor: Marco Ah-Kiem Mrs. Pascale Moignoux
National Park, Crédit Agricole

Professors:
Mrs Chantal AGBALÉ (History-Geography) Mr Jean-Baptiste AMÉGAVI
(German) Mrs Sylvie CARLIER (Plastic Arts) Mr Bruno HANNIET (ULIS)
Nathalie HERMINE (French) Mrs Véronique NOURIGAT (Documentalist)
Mrs Zoé SMITH (English)
Financing Body

National Education
College
Department Reunion

SECTION B - DESCRIPTION
Context

The heterogeneity of our classes pushes us to modify our practices and to
take into account the diversity of our students' learning styles. Indeed, in
2009, the college has made profound changes to its pedagogical
structures with, as a filigree, the implementation of greater heterogeneity
within all divisions.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

about 16 classes of fourth, third, ULIS / 300 to 400 students.

The main objectives

Know the students and learning styles/processes,
Take into account the diversity of students,
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Cooperate as part of a team,
Engage in an individual and collective professional development process,
The description of
the practice

Self-training through the implementation of questioned practices, while
respecting the requests and contributions of each member of the group in
order to evolve in our professional practices and to reach the set
objective: the success of all students.

Outcomes of the
practice

On the students' achievements: - Actual work. - Collaborative work. Knowledge has more meaning (example: in French, the pupils learn to
argue from the themes developed in the Enfances (en)volées project, i.e.
the Ilette penitentiary in Guillaume, the children of the Creuse...). Differentiating the whole pedagogical process (from the work to the
evaluation, through the encouragement of autonomy) allows as many
pupils as possible to progress, taking into account their learning capacities,
but one of the central questions concerns the long term: how to make
these pupils sustainable learners?
On teachers' practices : - Constant search for what can lead to success for
all students by adapting materials, times, modalities, learning styles ...
On leadership and professional relations: - Mutual observation is seen as
THE way to learn from each other.
About the school/school : - Self-training in pedagogical differentiation,
even if it concerns a limited number of teachers, is part of a set of actions
designed to ensure the success of all pupils (personalised support in 6ème
and 5ème; preparation groups in French for the DNB Série
Professionnelle) but its recognition and influence are limited. - Openness
to the outside world thanks to the collaboration with the National Park
(Enfances (en)volées project). - The Enfances (en)volées project could be
part of an artistic and cultural education programme.

Methodology

Continuation of the work begun in May 2012: differentiating ways of
teaching and ways of learning (cf. mind map). Resumption of mutual
observations of teaching sessions - development of an analysis grid
modulating the teachers' professional reference frame. Analysis of
practices. Project management of pedagogical projects. Use of Breathe to
open up to other colleagues and to disseminate the practice.

Strengths

The main strengths of the practice is the use of a pedagogical approach
based on learning styles or project-based education. The involvement of
the teaching staff was exemplary and the principal played the game.

Weakness

The main weakness of practice is the difficulty of approving the whole
chain of national education which complicates the total use of the
different ways of learning; it would be good to be able to extend this kind
of arrangement to all colleges.
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Recommendation
and guidelines

No special recommendation and guidelines for others who would like to
implement similar practice.

Additional
information

http://www.temoignages.re/IMG/jpg/e-nicole-chow-yuen-min.jpg
http://respire.eduscol.education.fr/pg/groups/105692/autoformation-etvolution-des-pratiques/

SECTION C - EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation was done by headteachers and administrative
staff.
Exam success rate. Referral rate to High Schools (LP, LGT, LPO). Becoming
one of our students at the end of the second year. Common base.
Professional reference.

Evaluation conclusion

On student achievement:
- Real work.
- Collaborative work.
- Knowledge has more meaning (example: in French, pupils learn to argue
from the themes developed in the Enfances (en)volées project, i.e. the
Ilette penitentiary in Guillaume, the children of the Creuse...).
- Differentiating the whole pedagogical process (from work to assessment
and evaluation to encouraging independence) allows as many students as
possible to progress, taking into account their learning abilities, but one of
the central questions is how to make these students sustainable learners
in the long term.
On teachers' practices :
- Constant search for what can lead to success for all students by adapting
materials, times, modalities, learning styles ...
On leadership and professional relations :
- Mutual observations are seen as THE way to learn from each other.
About the school/school :
- Self-training in pedagogical differentiation, even if it concerns a limited
number of teachers, is part of a set of actions designed to ensure the
success of all pupils (personalised support in 6ème and 5ème; preparation
groups in French for the DNB Série Professionnelle) but its recognition and
influence are limited.
- Opening to the outside world thanks to the collaboration with the
National Park (Enfances (en)volées project).
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- The Enfances (en)volées project could be part of an artistic and cultural
education programme.
Development of the
practice

The practice will be continued after the schoolyear 2012.

Opinions

No opinions collectable

Using Breathe to open up to other colleagues.

SECTION D - Contact details
Name

Ms. Nathalie Hermine

Company/Institution

Bourbon College

Address

189 rue JEAN CHATEL , 97400 ST DENIS

Telephone
E-mail

Marie-Nathalie.Hermine@ac-reunion.fr

Website

http://respire.eduscol.education.fr/pg/groups/105692/autoformation-etvolution-des-pratiques/
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Spain
Operación Consolida (Consolida operation)
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Institution

AJEV Asociación de Jóvenes Empresarios de Valencia (Association of
Youth entrepreneurs of Valencia)

implementing practice
Implementation period

From 15/02/ 2017 to 30/10/2020

Area of implementation

Valencia Province, Spain

Partners in the practice

Generalitat Valenciana (Valencian regional government)
JOVEMPA, (Federation of Associations of Young Entrepreneurs of the
Province of Alicante)
AJEV (Asociación de Jóvenes Empresarios de Valencia )

Financing Body

Regional authority

SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

Operación Consolidada (Consolidated Operation) is an initiative of
the Young Entrepreneurs Association of Valencia, a unique
experiential program where They will learn the keys to grow and
consolidate your company.

CONTEXT: the small companies which have around 2 years of
establishment, have some problems to survive and to grow up due to
the economic challenges and lack of experiences.
The objective is to promote the consolidation of the young company
with a certain path and which is in the growth phase.
Target group /
Beneficiaries

Entrepreneurs up to 40 years old in the Valencian Community
(Alicante, Valencia and Castellon)

The main objectives

OBJECTIVES
- Promote the consolidation of companies and their growth as engines
of generation of economic and social wealth in the immediate
environment.
- Provide keys and practical ideas on the arduous path of consolidating
your companies and start-ups.
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- Identify the young companies in growth phase existing in our
Community and recognize their talent and effort.

- Raise awareness in the business and entrepreneurial environment
about the need to move towards consolidation and about the true
trends and actions of the business ecosystem.

- Favor the growth of stable and quality employment.
The description of the
practice

The idea of the practice
Operación Consolidada is an initiative of the Young Entrepreneurs
Association of Valencia, a unique experiential program where They
will learn the keys to grow and consolidate their companies. The
objective is to promote the consolidation of the young company with
a certain path and which is in the growth phase.
The main activities – program flow process, its stages
TRAINING:
Face-to-face session that will be offered by a professional from each
area, of recognized prestige.
ACTION:
After the session, the application of what has been learned to the
reality of your company will be practiced through mentoring and
tutoring

People or groups involved in the implementation of the practice –
what was their role?
Enterprises that are the professionals doing masterclasses:
Commercial and Marketing: maximize sales by optimizing processes.
Company: Porcelanosa
Talent: the challenge of attracting talent and how to lead it. Company:
Consum
Finance: Creativity applied to finance. Company: Price Waterhouse
Coopers
Productivity: improve management for more efficient companies.
Company: Ford
Strategy: roadmap to consolidation. Company: Casas Inhaus.
The European Commission’s support to produce this publication does not constitute endorsement of the contents
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Innovation: how to internalize innovation processes. Company:
Imegen
Communication: the importance of strategy, communication and
marketing. Company: Valencia Plaza Press
Social: sustainable businesses with social impact. Company: Caixa
Popular Bank

Outcomes of the practice

Measurable effects
Nº of participants: 15 per edition, 1 edition each year.
Countable results: 1st edition- 30 requests of participation, 2nd
edition- 45 requests of participation, 3rd edition: 55 requests of
participation, 4th edition 60 requests of participation.
And more than 50% of these small companies are increasing their
volume in the market and increasing their sales by 15% per year after
joining the program.

Immeasurable effects
Companies that have participate has use the knowledge learned in
the program in order to increase the company benefits, grow up,
planning, finance management, talent retention...
Methodology

Master classes every Friday for two months with a duration of 4 hours
per session. a total of 8 sessions. The master classes are taught by the
CEO or a senior manager of the host company. Every Friday it is done
in a different company depending on the area to be treated.
Participants go to the company headquarters.
Then, the participating companies are assigned two mentors, experts
in the area treated, to whom they can ask questions and comment on
the particular situations of each participating company.
The participants get enough information from the CEOs or the senior
managers about how to scale up their small companies in the market.

Strengths

Great learning through the experience (mistakes and achievements)
of successful companies
Networking and contacts made by participating companies
Collaborations between participating companies
Innovative management techniques that can be applied to their
companies
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Weakness

Restrictions on the number of participants
Participants have to attend all sessions
Participating companies must be more than two years old

Recommendation and
guidelines

The most important thing is to get strong and important companies in
the national or regional panorama. The quality of the masterclasses
will depend on this.

Additional information

http://operacionconsolida.com/

SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

A very complete satisfaction questionnaire is carried out for all
participating companies where the quality of the masterclasses and the
new actions that can be carried out in the next edition are evaluated. A
whatsapp group is created with the participants and a closing party is
held so that they establish a strong and lasting relationship between
them.

the perception of the participants was positive and some of them has
joined their events to speak about the increasement of their knowledge
and experience and they helped us to promote this program for the
others.
Evaluation - conclusion

What were the results of the evaluation?
In all editions we have had excellent feedback. Companies use the
learned methodologies and put them into practice in their own
companies.
Then, they tell us in which areas they have improved and how the
program has affected the growth of their company.

How was the practice changed or improved after the evaluation?
Some mentors have not lived up to the expectations of the participants
and They have had to change them for the next edition. They are
adapting the content of the master classes depending on how the
social, political, and economic panorama of each year evolves.
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Development of the
practice

How will the practice be developed and improved?
They take into account the feedback of the participants to improve the
next edition as much as possible.
And they need to improve it by increasing the duration of the program
and the number of the participants.

Opinions

SECTION D – Contact details
Name

Sara Martinez

Company/Institution

AJEV

Address

Calle Hernán Cortés, 4 46004 Valencia

Telephone

656828786

E-mail

proyectos@ajevalencia.org

Website

Ajevalencia.org

RED CREACTIVA

SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Institution
implementing practice

Asociación JOVESOLIDES (Jóvenes hacia la Solidaridad y el Desarrollo)
(JOVESOLIDES Association (Youth towards Solidarity and
Development)

Implementation period

From 2013 till now

Area of implementation

Spain
The proposal started with actions taken place in Spain, but nowadays,
as online, platform is working worldwide.

Partners in the practice

Jovesolides organization in Spain with some institutions, organizations
and others actors participating in the practice. This proposal started
with partners from Catalonia, Vasc Country, Madrid and Valencian
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region, all into Spain. Nowadays there are organisations, institutions
and individuals registered from many different countries.
Financing Body

Initially the project was funded by Public funds: EEA Grants. Then, the
continuity of the activity is by the management of the leader
organisation, Jovesólides. (Private NGO)

SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

RED CREACTIVA(CREACTIVA Network) is a platform for people and
organisations motivated by social entrepreneurship and Social
innovation, by the exchange of good practices, the advancement of
knowledge and proactive collaboration, with the goal of having a
positive impact on the world around them.

This network was created to attend the increasement of need and
requirements of individuals and organizations willing to find new
working ways, tools and a new vision to face social and economical
crisis. The fact of dealing with Social Entrepreneurship in front of
unemployment or Social Innovation to face all levels of lack of
motivation, where attractive alternatives to promote new working
methods and visions.

So far their network has been joined by entrepreneurs, social
businesses, associations, community groups, consultants, NGOs, local
authorities and individuals with an interest in social entrepreneurship
and innovation.

Overseeing it all is JOVESOLIDES, an organisation which coordinates
the efforts, projects and actions shared in this network.
The needs of this initiative is to make networking for sharing the good
practices between the social entrepreneurs.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

The target groups are:
socially-minded associations,
community groups
public authorities,
platforms and NGOs
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Individuals motivated by those issues, including social entrepreneurs,
entrepreneurs, teachers, social workers, etc.

The main objectives

The goal is to share and coordinate the actions in the area of Social
Entrepreneurship and Social innovation as a means of promoting
youth employability, creativity and alternative socio-economic models
based on community participation.

The description of the
practice

The organisation has developed several labs which are helping the
young social entrepreneurs:
Youth Social Innovation Lab.
Youth Social Entrepreneurship Lab. Boths of these labs are in up to 20
places available for young people who want to learn techniques to
enhance their creativity, as well as innovative methodologies like CSSP
(Creative Solution for Social Problems) and the latest techniques in
audiovisual communication, in order to make their project idea a
reality.

MOOC in Youth Social Entrepreneurship:
This online course teaches creative techniques for the design and
dissemination of innovative social projects.
It is carried out using the TWIST-THINKING tool, based on the Creative
Solution to Social Problems (CSSP) methodology, itself inspired by the
latest trends in innovation and creativity. A relative of the Design
Thinking method, it is adapted to the needs of the social sector, and
promotes creativity and lateral thinking as powerful tools for achieving
positive social impact.
In the framework of this Network, but specially leaded by Jovesólides,
4 International Forums of Social Innovation have been developed.

The idea of the practice is to collect the social entrepreneurs in the
same place through making labs or international forums to share the
best practices between them.
People or groups involved in the implementation of the practice –
what was their role?
it is network of entrepreneurs, social businesses, associations,
community groups, consultants, NGOs, local authorities and
individuals with an interest in social entrepreneurship and innovation.
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Outcomes of the practice

Through this practice, the organisation has developed 4 international
Forum of Social Innovation with approximately 1000 attendees in
average from all over the world.
The organisation created some new methodologies for solving the
social problems such as Twist Thinking (Linked to design thinking),
Factor 5 (based on gamification) and RESET (based on Foresight).
These methodologies were customized to be applied in some other
projects/initiatives in other countries such as Turkey, Greece, Jordan.

Methodology

The main actions are:
doing workshops through the non-formal education methodology.
And making speeches in the forum through speech of panels.
Creating a social challenges for the participants to solve it by using
their new invented methodologies.
By the end the participants are sharing their innovative solutions for
these problems.

All the process are based on non-formal education, promotion and
empowerment of citizen participation, creativity as a tool to generate
alternatives and solution to social challenges, or also the openknowledge and open dialogue for social construction and strategy.
Strengths

The main strengths of this practice:
learning through teamwork, participation and commitment,
making a hub for networking between institutions, organizations and
the main actors in the practice.
Promote the visibility of Social vision of entrepreneurship and also the
need to visualize this vision as the most interesting for the impact it
can generate.

Weakness

The main weakness of practice.
The Time of the activities is short.
Need to increase the number of the participants in the activities to
spread it as maximum as it should.
Need more promotion on the media to allow more participants to join
it.

Recommendation and
guidelines

Recommendation and guidelines for others who would like to
implement similar practice. Especially on what to pay attention?
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The most important thing is to offer activities that can inspire
participants.. Motivation is the key, but especially providing spaces
and chances to youth as potential changemakers. They have to trust in
their own capacities.
Additional information

https://www.redcreactiva.org/en

SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

Describe the monitoring and evaluation methodology.
Please describe what kind of criteria were taken under consideration,
in what time they were measured.
A very complete satisfaction questionnaire is carried out for all
participating organisations or individuals where the quality of the
course, the teachers/Trainers/speakers and sessions are evaluated.

The follow-up of the activities depends on the length. Most of the labs
last 20 hours during a weekend, but somethings there are training labs
that are developed during a month, where a deeper follow-up can take
place.

Any activity is evaluated and measured, specially to consider potential
improvements for future actions or activities. The Evaluation is always
a final report to include for the final evaluation of the process, that
includes always a quantitative and qualitative dimension and diverse
informers (beneficiaries, collaborators and also trainers/ educators).
Evaluation - conclusion

• What were the results of the evaluation?
In all editions they have had excellent feedback. Students are
motivated to have their own company and they get all the information
needed in finances and administration.
There are also good feedback from organisations, institutions which
were also beneficiaries of the activities.
Regarding the forums, that include diverse profiles of participants,
there are diverse levels of interest and expectations, but the format of
the event allows anyone to find a positive discovery on those events,
especially linked to the potentiality to have networks.

• How was the practice changed or improved after the evaluation?
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Regarding the evaluation and feedback some of the labs /forums/
methodologies have been changed and improved. Participants
motivations and issues of interest have generated new training labs
focused in those issues, for example the great investment of energy in
issues related to migration.
Also the format of Labs have been adapted to diverse contexts and
beneficiaries, making them in short training labs but also in longer
period training actions.
Regarding the forums, also some evaluations and suggestions
contributed to the format of the event, issues and methodology of
development.
Development of the
practice

How will the practice be developed and improved?
The organisation take into account the feedback of participants to
improve the next edition of the activities (training labs, events, etc) as
much as possible.
The request is still on, so that means that the issues and the format of
the activities are interesting for participants.
The perception of the participants has been positive so far and some of
them have joined other activities, or the events (Forums), where to
share their experience about the increasement of their knowledge and
they helped the organisation to promote this service that include
diverse kind of activities and actions.

Opinions

Present the opinions and reflections about the practice from the
participants (if possible).

SECTION D – Contact details
Name

Boutaina EL Hadri

Company/Institution

Jovesolides Spain

Address

Calle silla 10, Paterna

Telephone

+34 96.363.25.63

E-mail

boutainaelhadri@jovesolides.org

Website

https://jovesolides.org/en

Aprende a Emprender (Learn for entrepreneurship)
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
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Name of the
Organization/Institution

AJEV Asociación de Jóvenes Empresarios de Valencia
(Association of Young Entrepreneurs of Valencia)

implementing practice
Implementation period

From 01/01/ 2012 to 31/12/2020

Area of implementation

Valencia Province, Spain

Partners in the practice

Universidad de Valencia,
AJEV (Association of Young Entrepreneurs of Valencia)

Financing Body

Universidad de Valencia (University of Valencia)

SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

Aprende a emprender (Learn to Entrepreneurship) is a program carried
out by the University of Valencia and the Association of Young
Entrepreneurs of Valencia that arose from the need to train young
university students in degrees which do not have subjects of business
creation and entrepreneurship, such as the areas of health,
engineering, pharmacy, biological sciences, physics, etc.

The need of this program is to fill the gap between technical knowledge
and business knowledge for the graduate students to make them be
able to start their business.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

University students from degrees not related to business.

The main objectives

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE COURSE
That university students can acquire the basic knowledge to carry out
the creation of a company successfully, going beyond legal and
administrative procedures, teaching the entrepreneur the keys that can
make Their idea become a successful business .

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
When the course ends, the student will be able to:
Identify a business opportunity.
Generate business ideas.
The European Commission’s support to produce this publication does not constitute endorsement of the contents
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Legal and administrative procedures for the creation of Their company.
They will know the most important areas of developing a business plan.
They will be able to develop Their own business plan.
They will be aware of the importance of innovation and the
internationalization of companies in today's market.
The description of the
practice

It is a complete training course that include the following content to
pupils:

Block I. The business idea how to carry it out.
1. Introduction.
2. Bank of ideas.
3. Description of the business.
4. Analysis of the environment and competitive surveillance.

Block II. Constitution of the company.
1. Legal forms.
2. Administrative procedures of constitution.
3. Tax and accounting obligations.

Block III. Business development.
1. Definition and utility of the business plan.
2. Strategic marketing.
3. Operational Marketing.
4. Initial investment and financial management.
5. Innovation as a key element of the company.
6. Internationalization and business cooperation.
7. Practical visit of a Valencian businessman.
Outcomes of the practice

Measurable effects
Nº of participants: 40 students per edition, 2 editions each year.
Countable results:
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2 students per edition (on average) establish their own company in
Valencian region.

Immeasurable effects:
Students know the foundations of entrepreneurship in Spain and have
the opportunity and tools to carry it out in the future.
Methodology

Duration of the training program: 20 hours in 3 days
It is required a 80% minimum attendance
The teachers are successful entrepreneurs from AJEV.
The method is based on active participation of pupils who are invite for
dialogue, taking the initiative and actively participate in order to face
the real like of business context.

The method then included lot of activities, practices, dialogues and
discussions where to invite participants to take decisions, plan their
activities and proposals as they are supposed to grow real business.
Strengths

Great learning through the experience (mistakes and achievements) of
successful companies
They create a business idea during the course applied to their area of
study
Collaborations between students

Weakness

Restrictions on the number of participants, as it is a intensive and direct
attention training program that can not attend a high number of pupils
at the same time.

Recommendation and
guidelines

The most important thing is to teachers that can inspire students.
Motivation is the key.
They make students position themselves in the real market, so they
have to think in real and some of them finally end up with a real
business created, that for some of them can mean their profession in
the future.

Additional information

https://www.fundaciouv.es/cursos/ver_curso.asp?idioma=cas&id=9825

SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

A very complete satisfaction questionnaire is carried out for all
participating students where the quality of the course, the teachers and
sessions are evaluated. It is relevant to consider participants (students)
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view and observations, as the program will keep on going, so their
feedback can be really interesting for the future of this program.

On the other side, also the feedback of teachers is considered in order to
improve the program itself, content, duration, etc.
Evaluation - conclusion

What were the results of the evaluation?
In all editions there have been excellent feedback. Students are
motivated to have their own company and the get all the information
needed in finances and administration.
The practical content and vision provided to the training, that provides
good information and material to be able to create their own business, is
really valorated by participants willing to bring content into practice.

How was the practice changed or improved after the evaluation?
Some teachers have been changed, considering the expertise or the view
that participants need for this kind of training. So other profiles of
teachers have been considered for future actions / training editions.
Development of the
practice

How will the practice be developed and improved?
They take into account the feedback of the participants to improve the
next edition as much as possible.
And they need to improve it by increasing the duration of the program
and the number of the participants, as they identified the increasement
of interest on participants, that for the short number of possible
participants could not take part of each edition.
So, the program will have to consider maybe also some other changes
into the format of the activity in order to be able to include a higher
number of participants.

Opinions
SECTION D – Contact details
Name

Sara Martinez

Company/Institution

AJEV

Address

Calle Hernán Cortés, 4 46004 Valencia

Telephone

656828786

E-mail

proyectos@ajevalencia.org
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Website

Ajevalencia.org

VIT Emprende
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Institution

VLC TechCity

implementing practice
Implementation period

From 2017 untill now

Area of implementation

Valencia province

Partners in the practice

Valencia City Hall,
Valencia Activa
Valencia Tech City

Financing Body

Public organization

SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

VIT Emprende (Valencia Innovative Technology Start) It is a
community where its members have the possibility of exchanging
knowledge, transferring technology, establishing synergies through
networking and keeping in touch with featured entities in the area of
Valencian entrepreneurship.
The needs of this community is to help the startups which is working it
ITC fields, this is the context of need and the reason why this network
was created.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

Talented youngsters
Startups founders
small companies

The main objectives

The main objectives of the practice are:
Make networking between entrepreneurs
creating a new startups
Finding innovative solutions for social problems through these new
startups.
Making advisory for the young Entrepreneurs
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The description of the
practice

The idea of the practice:
It is a community for the startups in Valencia which is promoting for
innovation, Technology and entrepreneurship in valencia city.
They are make annual events for entrepreneurs for choosing the best
tech startups of the year.
Making a crowdfunding for the startups through the investors who are
interested in them.

Outcomes of the practice

creating more than 500 startups
33 group of investors
16 accelerators for growing the existing startups
11 incubators for creating startups
50 Coworking spaces/Hubs

Methodology

They are making annual events for young Entrepreneurs, Startups,
Experts, decision makers and Investors to make funding and
acceleration for the new startups.

During their events they are searching for creative solucions/Apps to
solve the problems of the community such as creating an App for
controlling the capacity of the people on the beaches.
They are promoting:
The value of participation
Commitment
Social Involvement
Networking
Strengths

The main strengths of practice:
one of its strengths that It is done under the umbrella of the
Government which is giving all the facilities for the young
entrepreneurs to encourage them to make their own business.
It is open for anyone to participate.
It has direct social impact to the society through solving its problem.
It is open for any business sector (Tourism, Agriculture, Logistics,
environment, etc..)
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Weakness

The main weakness of practice:
it has limited number of participants in its events.

Recommendation and
guidelines

Recommendation and guidelines for others who would like to
implement similar practice. Especially on what to pay attention?
They need to concentrate on promoting in the media to be more
visible and recognizable for the young people and potential
participants.

Additional information

https://vitemprende.es/en/

SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

Describe the monitoring and evaluation methodology.
Please describe what kind of criteria were taken under consideration,
in what time they were measured.
A very complete satisfaction questionnaire is carried out for all the
participants in these events to take their feedback into consideration.
Through making an evaluation plan:
Step 1: Identifying the event Goals and Objectives.
Step 2: and defining the indicators:
Number of trainings held.
Number of outreach activities conducted.
Percent of participants reached with the event's messages through the
media.
The numbers of the ideas for creating new Apps/Startups/company
Step 3: making a conclusion Report.

Evaluation - conclusion

What were the results of the evaluation?
In all editions they have had excellent feedback. There are a lot of
startups are motivated to enter the market and to expand their
activities the perspective of the participants are positive and some of
their startups got accelerated through the funds which they got from
investors.

How was the practice changed or improved after the evaluation?
regarding the evaluation and feedback some of the activities/Logistics
in the events have been changed and improved.
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Development of the
practice

How will the practice be developed and improved?
The organisation take into account the feedback of participants to
improve the next edition of the activities (sessions, events, etc) as
much as possible.

The request is still on, so that means that the issues and the format of
the activities are interesting for participants.

The perception of the participants has been positive so far and some of
them have joined other activities, or the events (European
entrepreneurship day), where to share their experience about the
increasement of their knowledge and they helped the organisation to
promote this service that include diverse kind of activities and actions.

Opinions

Present the opinions and reflections about the practice from the
participants (if possible).

SECTION D – Contact details
Name
Company/Institution

VIT EMPRENDE - VALENCIA ACTIVA

Address

Área de Desarrollo Innovador de los Sectores Económicos y Empleo
del Ayuntamiento de València
Antiga Senda de Senent, 8, piso 2. Valencia 46023

Telephone

+34 96 3525478 (Municipality of Valencia)

E-mail

vitemprende@valenciactiva.es

Website

https://vitemprende.es/es/

Punto de Atención al Emprendedor (PAE)
(Attention point for Entrepreneurs)
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Institution

Valencia Activa (Active Valencia)

implementing practice
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Implementation period

From 2016 till now

Area of implementation

Valencia province

Partners in the practice

Generalitat Valenciana (Valencian Government)

Financing Body
City Hall of Valencia
Public employment service
Government Organization
SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

The Entrepreneur Attention Point (PAE) is in charge of facilitating the
creation of new companies, the effective start of their activity and
their development, through the provision of information services,
documentation processing, advice, training and support to the
business financing.
The need of this program is the most of young Entrepreneurs do not
have the correct information about the regulation of making
companies.
Services provided by an Entrepreneur Service Point:
Giving information on the characteristics of new company and its
types.
Processing for the constitution of companies through the electronic
processing system.
Giving information on aid and incentives for the creation of
companies.
Giving information on the applicable Social Security system, criteria for
affiliation, affiliation, contribution, etc.
Giving general information on topics of interest to companies, such as:
Financing, taxation, labor contracting, internationalization, research,
technological development and innovation, business cooperation, etc.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

The new entrepreneurs who want to work as a self employed or want
to make his own company and does not have enough information
about the processes of the creation and registration.
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The main objectives

The main objective of the practice is to make the transformation of
Idea to be a real project is easier from the regulations and laws
aspects.

The description of the
practice

It is done by making a series of programs that helps the young
entrepreneurs to strengthen their literacy and numeracy capacities in
Business such as:
The Itinerary for the Creation and Consolidation of Companies :
which is intended to support and encourage the creation of
companies. The promoters of the selected projects will take a business
training course in order to acquire knowledge, among others,
financial, legal, tax, marketing etc.
Capsules to undertake: it is for whom has idea but it is not clear for
him how to transform it into a business.
Training course "Business plan, undertake successfully": it is for
explanation of the fundamentals basic and necessary for the start-up of
a business project, such as the business model, the market study, the
marketing plan, the human resources plan, choice of legal form, and tax
and financing aspects, among others.
Factory Startup Inicial: it is based on training students in technological
and innovative entrepreneurship and development of digital skills,
tools, methodologies and skills generally necessary for the creation of
an innovative business initiative.

Outcomes of the practice

The participants in the programs of Valencia Activa will strength their
capacities in the following topics:
Immersion in the startup ecosystem of Valencia
Team dynamics
Undertake with social impact
Skills to be CEO: team, business and investment
Creation and design of the first viable minimum product MVP
Collaborative work tools
Technologies for digital transformation
Product/Market fit
Marketing Plan
Sales strategies and techniques
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Methodology

The methodologies adopted through:
Mentorships
Trainings
competitions

Strengths

Bring the experts from the companies and government with the young
entrepreneurs to give them their experience with facts.

Weakness

The main weakness of practice:
the programs are not valid all the year.
restrictions and limitations on the number of the participants.

Recommendation and
guidelines

Recommendation and guidelines for others who would like to
implement similar practice. Especially on what to pay attention?
The most important thing is to give the young entrepreneurs all the
information that they need to transform their ideas into reality
business.

Additional information

http://valenciactiva.valencia.es/es/valencia-emprende/que-es-unpunto-de-atencion-al-emprendedor-pae

SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

Describe the monitoring and evaluation methodology.
Please describe what kind of criteria were taken under consideration,
in what time they were measured.

A very complete satisfaction questionnaire is carried out for
all participating where the quality of the course, the
teachers/Trainers/speakers and sessions are evaluated.

Evaluation - conclusion

What were the results of the evaluation?
In all editions they have had excellent feedback. Students are
motivated to have their own company and they get all the information
needed
How was the practice changed or improved after the evaluation?
regarding the evaluation and feedback some of the labs /forums/
methodologies have been changed and improved.
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Development of the
practice

How will the practice be developed and improved?

They take into account the feedback of the participants to improve
their programs in the future editions.
It has only two offices in Valencia city and they will open more offices
for them in the small cities in Valencia Province.
Opinions

Present the opinions and reflections about the practice from the
participants (if possible).

SECTION D – Contact details
Name
Company/Institution

Valencia Activa-Punto de Atención el emprendimiento

Address

C/Antiga Senda d'en Senent, 8. Valencia

Telephone

+34 962087672

E-mail

emprende@valencia.es

Website

http://valenciactiva.valencia.es/es/valenciaemprende/asesoramiento-en-emprendimiento-y-creacion-de-laempresa
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Greece
Reversed Roles at School
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Institution

Platon School

implementing practice
Implementation period

From 01/09/17 to 30/06/18

Area of implementation

Urban area
City of Katerini

Partners in the practice

7 partner schools from Italy, Greece Turkey Poland, Romania, Hungary
and Lithuania

Financing Body

Training centre
School

SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

find ways to motivate students to learn Sciences and Foreign
Languages. Their poor school results are caused not only by missing
background knowledge but also by inadequate teaching methods
leading to lost of interest in education and lack of self-assurance and
awareness of their educational goals. We need to make students more
aware of what is happening in class and activate them through peer
support and collaboration. Since lecturing isn’t the best way for
students to learn science we aim to include exploration and creativity
as part of learning standards and assign more classroom space for
practice.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

The group the project is addressing are high school students and their
teachers teaching a wide range of general as well as vocational
subjects. There are over 4000 students and 500 teachers in all the
partner schools altogether. The project involved directly around 70
students aged 15-18 and 10 -15 teachers (teaching mainly Sciences,
Business, Foreign Languages ) from each school.

The main objectives

The basic aim is to implement Flipped Classroom in all the 7 project
partner schools and revolutionize the teaching methods in order to
improve academic performance of 4000 students .. As a consequence,
the idea of reversed classroom was born in which a teacher takes on a
different role being a tutor rather than a deliverer of content. The
abandonment of the traditional way of teaching with „ the sage on
the stage” being replaced by „ the guide on the side” has brought the
invaluable benefits. One of them is that student overall interaction
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increases; both teacher to student and student to student. Our
objective is to develop a culture of learning in which the key success is
to make target group members identify learning as their goal, instead
of striving for the completion of assignments. Another reason for the
success of the flipped classroom method is its online environment in
which students perform better, than those learning the same material
through traditional face-to-face instruction.
The description of the
practice

We used students’ technological literacy to create more studentfriendly learning conditions at school. We would like them to acquire
even greater confidence using new technologies. This confidence,
combined with the ability to work on their own will prepare them for
work in modern workplaces where employers expect their employees
to do projects in a creative and independent way with only a slight
supervision.

Outcomes of the practice

Measurable effects (countable results e.g. number of participants,
new program of training, new methods etc.);
Immeasurable effects (uncountable results e.g. increase of skills);
Impact of good practice.

Methodology

follow the philosophy of education spread by Jonathan Bergmann and
Aaron Sams, the teachers from the chemistry department in an
American high school. In 2007 they began to record their lessons for
their students who missed a lot of classes. As a consequence, the idea
of reversed classroom was born in which a teacher takes on a different
role being a tutor rather than a deliverer of content. The
abandonment of the traditional way of teaching with „ the sage on
the stage” being replaced by „ the guide on the side” has brought the
invaluable benefits. One of them is that student overall interaction
increases; both teacher to student and student to student.

Strengths

Thinking about creativity as a skill and focusing on the development of
this skill will help students to start managing and controlling their
education according to their needs and interests.

Weakness

No weaknesses identified

Recommendation and
guidelines

The need for international cooperation: Additionally, there is the
importance of experience sharing among both teachers and students.
We all need international cooperation to exchange the best teaching
and learning methods. Apart from a bunch of common knowledge we
all share, every country uses their own unique teaching methods we
would like to discover and make use of on domestic ground.

Additional information

https://platon.edu.gr/index.php/drastiriotites/erasmus-plus
https://www.facebook.com/groups/664842900337336/
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SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and
evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation was done by headteachers

Evaluation - conclusion

Flipped Classroom seems to be a perfect way to embrace a creative
solving problem method.
Project-based teaching outweighs by far the benefits of classroom
teaching. Practical immersion will enhance language acquisition. It’s
essential that students concentrate on communication that can ensure
the most rapid development of speaking skills especially among
inhibited students.

Development of the
practice

The practice will be continued after the schoolyear 2018.

Opinions

No opinions were collected

SECTION D – Contact details
Name

https://platon.edu.gr/

Company/Institution

Platon School

Address

Katerini

Telephone

+30 23510 31111

E-mail

mail@platon.edu.gr

Website
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Bulgaria
INNOVATIVE TRANSFER OF ENTREPRENEURIAL AND
BUSINESS SKILLS IN THE TOURISM SECTOR
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION
Name of the
Organization/Institution

University of National and World Economy (UNWE), Bulgaria

implementing practice
Implementation period

From 01/06/2013 to 31/07/2015

Area of implementation

Urban context and surroundings
The project was implemented in the form of 12 one-day workshops
delivered in 6 cities – district centres in each of the planning regions in
Bulgaria.

Partners in the practice

University of National and World Economy (UNWE), Bulgaria (project
beneficiary and lead organisation);
Institute of Tourism, Slovakia (project partner)
Bulgarian Association for Rural and Ecological Tourism (BARET), Bulgaria,
(project partner).

Financing Body

Ministry/national authority – Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, contract
No. BG051PО001-7.0.07-0236-C0001/ 19.04.2013, Grant scheme ‘Without
borders – Component 1 – Phase 2’ within Priority Axis 7: Transnational and
Interregional Cooperation of the Human Resources Development
Operational Programme 2007-2013, co-financed by the European Union
through the European Social Fund.

SECTION B – DESCRIPTION
Context

The good practice addressed the training needs of young people who were
already involved or were planning to engage in tourism start-ups for
boosting their employability and adaptability as well as for encouraging job
creation in the tourism sector, incl. through self-employment. Supporting
young people for being successful in their business start-ups in the tourism
sector and increasing the capacity of the private sector at regional and local
level for absorption of the resources, granted through the EU funds were
also a key focus of the initiative.

Target group /
Beneficiaries

The project was focused on young people, who were oriented towards
development of business activities in the field of the specialised (ecological,
health, cultural, business, adventure, rural, etc.) tourism in non-urbanised
settlements, where there is no mass tourism developed.
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The target group also comprised young individuals employed in other
sectors, who planned to diversify their usual business activities to the
tourism sector.
The main objectives

Creation of a working partnership for transfer of good practices among
educational, research and branch organisations from Bulgaria and Slovakia
for enhancing basic skills of young people for business start-ups in the
tourism sector.
Creation of an online platform for mutual transfer of good practices and
lifelong learning.
Encouraging the acquisition of skills among young people for development of
business and entrepreneurship.
Encouraging lifelong learning through promoting the participation in
innovative forms of formal, non-formal and informal learning.

The description of the
practice

The good practice involved development of a common framework for
transnational cooperation between institutions from Bulgaria and Slovakia
through development and piloting of innovative training approaches for
boosting young peoples’ basic skills in the sector of alternative tourism
entrepreneurship;
The project activities aimed at creating an innovative platform for the
transfer of good practices in the field of tourism from the partner country to
Bulgaria through development of a training package and delivery of training
courses for sustainable improvement of the basic skills to directly address
the problems of the target group in the field tourism sector start-ups
through:
encouraging the acquisition of competences among young people to enhance
the quality of the tourist service as well as the business development and
entrepreneurship in the tourism sector;
promoting lifelong learning by encouraging participation in innovative forms
of formal, non-formal and informal (self) learning;
increasing the capacity of the private sector at regional and local level for
utilisation of grant funds allocated under the EU funds;
encouraging the target groups to consider starting their own business in the
tourism sector;
increase the employment opportunities and adaptability of the labour force
and stimulate job creation in the tourism sector, including through selfemployment.

Outcomes of the practice

The results of the implementation of the initiative followed the structure of
the implemented activities (see the WPs above) and were related first to the
identification of the field of interaction as a basis for exploring and
transferring best practices in the area of alternative tourism.
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A general direction of theoretical and empirical research in the field of
tourism was accepted and an investigation on the state and trends in the
development of the tourism sector in the two partner countries as well as
the opportunities for financing tourism projects was conducted. Two twoday working visits of experts from the partner organizations, respectively in
the partner country and Bulgaria, were carried out to verify the results of the
research.
Furthermore, a training course methodology for the transfer of success
stories in the field of alternative tourism was elaborated, together with
relevant training resources, incl. a handbook for creating entrepreneurial
and business skills among young people in the tourism sector and a guide for
the use of the interactive e-learning platform, developed under the project.
Four good practices were presented to the trainees related to the
preparation of specialists in tourism sector, access to finance for micro and
small businesses operating in the sector, diversification of the tourist service
and improvement of its quality.
A number of training workshops on entrepreneurial and business skills in the
tourism sector were delivered to a total of 150 young people.
Finally, a group of 30 young people received the opportunity to participate in
a study visit in the partner country to get familiar with the good practices in
the field of alternative tourism presented during the training workshops.
Methodology

The project approach comprised activities organised in a number of work
packages, namely:
WP 1. Development of a common framework for transnational cooperation
between institutions from Bulgaria and Slovakia through conducting a
comparative study, analysis and assessment of the situation of the tourism
sector in Bulgaria and Slovakia with a focus on the specialised (nontraditional) types of tourism.
WP 2. Creation of a training package and an IT platform for mutual transfer
of good practices.
WP 3. Organising and conducting series of training workshops in
entrepreneurial and business skills in the field of specialised tourism for
young people.
WP 4. Organising on-site visits for young people from Bulgaria in the partner
country Slovakia for an in-depth acquaintance with the good practices
presented during the training workshops.
The Innovative element:
The development of a training course under the project aimed at creating
problem solving skills, understanding thresholds and constraints, use of
different business scenarios and evaluation of the choices made. The course
programme was elaborated on the basis of case studies that encouraged
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decision making, while the training course content directly addressed the
needs of the target group. The trainees were offered an innovative interactive
environment to simulate different scenarios and compare the achieved results.
The innovative approach of the initiative was based on the development of a
simulation environment in which users of the constructed project online
training platform for creation of basic skills in the field tourism
entrepreneurship were given the opportunity to engage in business planning
for their planned activities. The main objective of the online platform was to
generate information on how profitable a possible project for making an
investment in construction, renovation or reconstruction of accommodation
facilities would be and provide guidelines in this direction.
Thus, the projection period to assess the profitability of the planned
investment was 10 years, whereas for each year it was necessary to make a
choice about the amount and type of investment as well as foresee the
occupation rate of the facilities and calculate the associated revenues, costs
and cash flows. As a final step of the investment planning, the platform
automatically generated information on the levels of financial indicators,
which are the basis for making an investment decision – net present value,
internal rate of return, profitability index and payback period of the
investment.
Strengths

Innovative learning methodology;
Practically-oriented approach;
Opportunities for (inter)national networking;
Experienced partners;
Direct reach-out to project’s target group.

Weakness

Limited opportunities to involve a larger number of young people in the
study visits;
Restrictive definition of the target group, which leaves out tourism
practitioners.

Recommendation and
guidelines

Allow for longer practically-oriented sessions within the training workshops
in order to support the sustainable acquisition of basic skills;
Involve as many young trainees as possible in study visits for exchange of
experience;
Involve young entrepreneurs from as many countries with specific settings as
possible.

Additional information

http://entretour.unwe.bg/

SECTION C – EVALUATION
Monitoring and evaluation The monitoring and evaluation methodology was based on standardised
questionnaires, which the participants in the training workshops and the
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study visits were asked to fill-in at the end of their participation in the
project.
The criteria taken into consideration included:
Personal information about the participants – gender, age, education, work
status;
Level of satisfaction with the participation in the project and the skills
acquired;
Recommendations as to the way of the organisation of the project activities.
Evaluation - conclusion

The results of the evaluation were highly positive, which was shown in the
training participants’ opinions, expressed in the questionnaires.
No changes were considered as necessary to be introduced as a result of the
evaluation.

Development of the
practice

The initiative creates opportunities for using the accumulated experience and
the developed interactive learning platform for creating new practicallyoriented content for basic skills development among young people in the
field of tourism start-ups.
Upon completion of project activities, the project website
(http://entretour.unwe.eu) and the e-learning platform developed
(http://entretour.unwe.bg/bg/Registration/Index) continue to be
administered by a team of IT Department at UNWE.
The implementation of the initiative makes it possible to extend its effect far
beyond the participants in the training workshops through:
the practical orientation of the developed training resources, which makes
them a useful tool not only for formal, but also for non-formal training of
young people who either operate or plan to start in the future entrepreneurship
activity in the tourism sector;
creating a user-friendly e-learning platform that offers a practical environment
for creating business strategies, using different scenarios, and evaluating the
results of choices made. The fact that the online training package can be used
for self-learning creates a prerequisite for a significant multiplication the
initiative’s impact.

Opinions

Training participants were generally satisfied with the way the project
activities (training workshops and study visits) were organised.
Some recommendations were made to increase the time devoted to practical
exercises during the workshops.

SECTION D – Contact details
Name

Todor Todorov
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Company/Institution

University of National and World Economy (UNWE), Bulgaria

Address

1, Osmi devemvri Str., 1700, Sofia, Bulgaria

Telephone

+359 2 8195 287

E-mail

todorov_t@unwe.bg

Website

www.unwe.bg
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